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COMPOUND IN BASIL, FENNEL AND ANISEED HARMS DNA
Estragole, a compound that is found naturally in various herbs and spices, including basil, star anise and fennel, can damage DNA and possibly lead to cancer,
according to PhD candidate Shuo Yang in
the Toxicology group.

double helix. To do this, she exposed rat liver cells to 50 μM of estragole. ‘This dosage
is high enough to produce adducts but still
low enough to be biologically relevant.’
In addition to cell analysis, Yang also used
computer simulations to predict what
would happen to the DNA if adducts were

‘Previous studies showed that estragole can
cause tumours in rodents,’ says Yang. ‘It
has been banned since then as a food additive but it is still found naturally in various
foodstuffs.’ Estragole is metabolized in the
liver to form 1’-sulfoxyestragole. This metabolite binds to DNA, thereby forming
what are known as DNA adducts. Yang: ‘If
the adducts can’t be repaired in time by the
cell, they accumulate in the DNA. That affects cell division, which can lead to cancer.’ However, Yang only looked at the effect on the DNA in her study, not at tumour
formation.

formed. ‘The simulation results were in line
with the results from our cell experiments.
We found that most of the adducts that were formed did not
cause any obvious changes to
the DNA structure. That may explain why the repair mechanism
misses them.’

NOT REPAIRED
It is known from previous research that
these DNA adducts remain for a while and
that they may not be recognized by the
cell’s repair mechanism. Yang studied the
structural changes that occur in the DNA’s

TIP OF THE ICEBERG
So no more basil on our pasta?
The dosages Yang used in her
experiments were much higher
than the average daily intake. Even so,
changes in the DNA can accumulate over

‘Estragole can cause
tumours in rodents’

time, especially if they are not being repaired. What is more, we are not talking
about just one food component. Yang
thinks this might be the tip of the iceberg.
‘We now know that estragole has a possible
carcinogenic effect on liver cells. But our
food has far more components that could
trigger or inhibit the formation of adducts.
I would like to investigate that interaction
TL
further.’

Cabinet’s nitrogen policy produces
30 per cent less ammonia
The Cabinet’s nitrogen measures could
cut ammonia emissions on dairy farms
by 25 to 30 per cent, says researcher
Gerard Migchels of Wageningen Livestock
Research.
The measures for diluting manure with water
in barns and when muck spreading in particular will reduce ammonia emissions. Migchels’
colleagues are currently carrying out measurements to find out what the ammonia benefits
are when spreading manure on sandy soil.
Earlier research by Migchels himself on peat
soil where one part water was added to two
parts manure reduced ammonia by 40 per
cent. He expects a reduction of 25 to 40 per
cent on sandy soil.
This measure does require water, which could
be a problem given the current dry conditions.
Migchels therefore advises farmers to invest

in water storage. ‘Each cow has 21 square metres of roof, which you can use to collect rainwater.’ The ministry of Agriculture is going to
make money available for water storage in agriculture. The water is also needed for spraying the slurry grids in the shed, a measure for
reducing ammonia emissions in barns.

‘You appeal to their
professional skills’
The ministry also wants to restrict the
amount of protein (nitrogen) allowed in feed
so that less ammonia is produced. Migchels
thinks this is a good idea but he is less impressed with the approach chosen. ‘The
ministry wants guarantees that the ammonia targets will be achieved and therefore

wants to reduce the nitrogen content of feed
by law. There is a better method: the Kring
loopwijzer tool lets farmers figure out themselves how they can cut the use of nitrogen.
You appeal to their professional skills but you
don’t have any firm guarantees beforehand.’
Migchels believes an average reduction in
ammonia of 10 per cent is possible through
this ‘feed route’. ‘There are farmers who use
nitrogen efficiently but there are also lax
farmers who feed the animals too much protein just to be sure. They could reduce ammonia by 20 per cent.’ The ministry’s third measure — encouraging cows in the field — will
help to reduce ammonia emissions, says Migchels, but this too differs per farmer. He is curious to see how the Agriculture ministry incorporates the guidelines in legislation and
regulations. AS
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